
 

 

SUBMITTING CENTRAL HOLOLENS FEEDBACK AND PRODUCT SUGGESTIONS 

 

General Overview 

An important component of continually improving our products to meet the demands of our customers and 
the market is the feedback that we (Seequent) receive from our customers, our partners, and our colleagues. 

Seequent uses Aha! to collect and manage product feedback and suggested enhancements.  This document 
provides an overview of how to access and submit product ideas. 

Navigating to the Ideas Portal 

To provide product enhancement suggestions and other feedback, go to https://centralhololens.ideas.aha.io/ 
in your browser. 

You are now in the Central Hololens Ideas Portal. 

 

If this is your first time to the portal, you can: 

1. Add a new idea 
2. Vote for an existing idea 
3. Sign-Up for the portal 

If you do any of the above during your first visit you will: 

1. Receive an email asking you to verify your email address and create a password 
2. Be automatically logged in to the portal and you will be able to add additional ideas or vote on other 

ideas. 

Once you close the portal or navigate away and come back to the portal, you will not be able to add any 
additional ideas or vote for any existing ideas until you have verified your email address and created your 
password (i.e., signed up for the portal). 

https://centralhololens.ideas.aha.io/
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You will need to log in to the portal to be able to add any feedback or vote on an item. 

The Home Screen 

When you first log in to the Central Hololens Ideas Portal, you will be on the home screen. 

 

On this screen, you can see all of the previously entered ideas, see how many votes they have, vote for an item, 
etc. 

From here, you can sort the list, filter the list of ideas by various criteria, find ideas that you added or voted for. 
You can also add a new idea or search for an existing idea. 

Before submitting any new product idea, it is best if you first Search to see if the idea already exists.  

If the idea already exists you can add your vote for the idea or add additional information via a comment or 
edit the idea to provide more details. If you are unable to find the idea, you can add a new idea.  

You can also filter the ideas to view all the ideas based on status. 

Signing Up for the Central Hololens Portal 

To sign up for the portal, select the “Log in / Sign Up” link on the top right-hand side of the page. 

 

After clicking the link, you will be prompted for your email address 
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Enter your email address and click “Next”. You will then be prompted for your name. 

 

Enter your name and click “Sign-up”. You will now be logged in to the Central Hololens ideas portal. An email 
will be sent to you to verify your email address and to create a password. 

If this is your first visit to the portal and you have logged in but have not yet verified your email and created 
your password, you can: 

1. Edit your profile information 
2. Add a new idea 
3. Vote for an idea 

Once you close the portal or navigate away and come back to the portal, you will not be able to add any 
additional ideas or vote for any existing ideas until you have verified your email address and created your 
password. 

Editing Your Profile 

On the Edit Profile page, you can: 

• Upload an avatar 

• Create / update your password 

• Subscribe to emails (notifications when you add an idea or an idea that you have added is updated) 
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If this was your first time logging in to the portal and you update your password here, you do not need to click 
the verify email and set password link in the email that was sent to you. 

Adding New Ideas 

Before adding a new idea, we suggest scrolling through the list of ideas to see if one matches your feedback 
and select to edit the idea. Or you might Search to see if there are any previous submissions that match your 
feedback. If you were not able to find anything that matches, you can add a new Idea. 

 

To add a new idea, select the “+ ADD A NEW IDEA” button. The “Add Idea” form will be displayed. 
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When entering the new idea, make sure to give the idea a good title that is brief (only one sentence), 
descriptive and intuitive enough that someone will think to use it for searching if they have the same or similar 
idea. 

Aha! will search for any similar ideas based on the title and if it finds any that are similar, it provides the option 
to select one of the similar ideas. If you find a similar idea, you can select it to edit the idea (where appropriate) 
or add a vote for it. Please note that you can only vote once for an item. 

 

If no similar idea was found, continue to add details to provide more information to support your feedback or 
suggestion, the task you would like to be able to perform or the suggested improvement you would like to see. 
Please provide as much detail as possible. 

Describing the Problem 

Oftentimes, when someone has some feedback, they will want to present it in the form of the solution, “I need 
to have a button that does this…”, “the app should allow me to …”. While capturing this information can be 
useful and while some people have great solution ideas, it will be equally beneficial to us for you to describe 
the problem that you are having using the Central Hololens. What outcome is not achievable with the 
software?  What things do you have to do manually that could be automated? What problem will it solve for 
you?  How will you benefit? 

When you can communicate that as best as you can, it gives our team a better understanding of the value of 
solving the problem, and helps designers and engineers plan how best to solve it. 

Searching for an Idea 

Before entering any new product idea, the first thing that you should do is to Search for existing feedback to 
minimize the amount of duplication and to save yourself time entering information that has already been 
captured. 

To search for feedback, enter the appropriate phrase, term, or keyword in the Search field: 
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The list of matching ideas will be displayed on the right-hand side of the page. 

 

Clicking on the idea will take you to a screen with more details.  From here, you can edit the idea (if you were 
the original contributor), add comments, vote on the idea or subscribe to the idea. 

Voting for an Idea 

The more votes an idea has, the more likely that it will make it into the product, as the votes should be an 
indicator of need in the market. 

This is the reason that we are asking you to first search for an idea before adding a new one. 10 different 
entries for the “same” item, may not be as easily noticed as 10 votes for a single item. 

Once you have found an item that matches what you are looking for, you can add a vote to the idea, if you 
have not already voted for it. To add a vote for an idea, click the “Vote” button. This will now register a vote for 
the idea against your user ID. 

Contributing to an Existing Idea 

You can only edit ideas that you have submitted.  If you are not able to edit the item, please add a comment by 
selecting “+ Add a comment…” to provide the additional details.  

If you are editing feedback or a suggestion that you previously provided, you can select the item to update or 
provide additional feedback. 

 

After you have selected the idea from the search results, to edit the idea, select “Edit Idea” from the menu on 
the top right of the card. Enter the additional information and select “Save”. 

You can also add a comment by selecting “+ Add a comment…”. Enter the comment details and select “Post 
comment”. 
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Subscribe to an Idea 

By subscribing to an idea, you will receive a notification email if the Administrator changes the status of the 
feedback or posts a comment. 

To subscribe to the idea, once you have clicked into the idea, select the “Subscribe” button. 
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